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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF

“

I invite you to assist us by providing feedback and
direction on our efforts, praise and criticism where needed,
but just as importantly to partner with us to help keep your
community safe.

”

O

n behalf of the members of the
Peterborough Police Service,
sworn, civilian and auxiliary, I
am pleased to present our 2018 year
end report that outlines the results of our
efforts, with our community partners, to
keep the City of Peterborough, the Ward
of Lakefield, and the Township of Cavan
Monaghan safe.
By way of introduction, I am now in my
39th year of policing having spent almost
38 years as a police officer with the Toronto
Police Service.
I was very fortunate to have had the
opportunity to work in a variety of different
assignments, both in uniform as a primary
response officer and plain clothes as an
investigator, giving me a broad range of
experience in many areas of policing.
Throughout my career I have also been
fortunate to have had the opportunity to
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- Chief Scott Gilbert

work with many people, both from the
community, health care networks, social
agencies, and other law enforcement
partners who were committed to serving
their communities with an honest desire to
make things better. As a result, wherever
I have worked I have learned the value of
teamwork and the importance of working in
partnership with the community.
I have stated before during my policing
career that while I understand the critical
roles teamwork and partnerships play in
what we do, I also understand the value
and importance of delivering high quality,
respectful, and timely policing services
that meet or exceed the community’s
expectations of us.
This is my commitment to all of you. It is
with this commitment in mind that I invite
you to help us by providing feedback and
direction on our efforts, praise and criticism
where needed, but just as importantly
2

to partner with us to help keep your
community safe.
Thank-you for welcoming me into your
community, which I now also call home,
and I look forward to working with all of you
and to the challenges ahead.
I also want to thank all the members
of the Service, both current and now
retired, who have assisted me since my
arrival on July 1, 2018 as the new Chief
of the Peterborough Police Service. Their
support and confidence made the transition
seamless.
Respectfully,

Scott Gilbert
Chief of Police
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VISION

To be the best police service, providing
the highest standard of professionalism in
partnership with our community.

MISSION
To promote the safety of citizens and the
protection of property through an appropriate
balance of law enforcement, problem solving
and crime prevention initiatives. This is based
on the philosophy of community policing that
involves working in partnership with citizens
and other community stakeholders.

CORE VALUES

• Integrity and loyalty
• Empathy and fairness
• Impartiality and transparency
• Respect and civility
• Courage and leadership

MOTTO
Professional • Friendly • Helpful
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Who we serve
LAKEFIELD

AREA 1:

The heart of our City with a high concentration of
commercial and entertainment businesses.

AREA 2:

2018 POPULATION
2,555

PETERBOROUGH
2018 POPULATION
85,000

The north end of the City with a high concentration of
residential, business core, schools and Trent University.

197

AREA 3:

Consists of the City’s west end which covers a large
commercial, retail and industrial section of the City
and includes Fleming College and the Peterborough
Regional Health Centre.

AREA 4:

140

Encompasses the south and east end of the City and
includes the historic Hunter Street Bridge, a portion
of Little Lake and a commercial and retail area that
includes Lansdowne Place Mall.

AREA 5:

Consists of the Ward of Lakefield in Selwyn
Township. The Ward of Lakefield is a healthy
and vibrant community with a mix of
residential and small businesses.

SWORN MEMBERS

TOWNSHIP OF
CAVAN MONAGHAN

AREA 6:

Encompasses the Township of Cavan
Monaghan, a large rural area that includes the
communities of Millbrook, Cavan, Ida, Mount
Pleasant and Springville. It also includes the
Peterborough Municipal Airport.
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TOTAL AUTHORIZED STRENGTH

2018 POPULATION
8,829

5

57
CIVILIAN
MEMBERS

OPERATIONS
DIVISION

I

n 2018 the Operations Division consisted of
98 sworn officers, 21 civilians and 21 auxiliary
members. The Operations divisional objectives
for 2018 focused on team policing, traffic safety and
building relationships with our local youth.
For the third year in a row calls for service declined.
2018’s calls for service totalled 31,246 down 0.8%
from 2017. Reported crimes were up 5.7% from 2017,
largely due to a significant increase in fraud incidents
and bail violations.
Responding to calls for service is the primary
responsibility of the Uniform Community Patrol, which
consists of four platoons providing 24/7 frontline
policing coverage to the communities we serve in
the City of Peterborough, Village of Lakefield and
Township of Cavan Monaghan.
Working within the team policing concept, officers
are assigned to one of our six patrol areas for the
year. This concept provides a sense of ownership
and familiarity with the varying concerns from the
community. Officers in each area work as a team
under the direction of a Team Coordinator.

COMMUNITY PATROL • TRAFFIC SERVICES UNIT • COMMUNITY SERVICES UNIT • CANINE UNIT • TRAINING UNIT
• MEDIA RELATIONS • EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM • AUXILIARY UNIT •
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Team members meet throughout the year to identify
existing or potential problems within their area,
discuss possible strategies to solve or avert the
problem, and report on results of problem solving
initiatives. A summary of police efforts and activities
from each of the six areas are noted in this report.
The Traffic Services Unit contributed significantly
to the Service’s successes in 2018 by providing
enforcement and education initiatives despite being
required to supplement other staffing shortfalls such
as court security, crime scene security and escorts.
In 2018 our Canine Unit, comprised of Constable
Tim Fish along with his Police Service Dog (PSD)
Wolfe and Constable Sam McCullum along with PSD
Hal, supported all other units within the Service,
made presentations to the public and committed
themselves to the Service and their respective
partners. Unfortunately, due to the age and health
of our canine partners, both PSD Wolfe and PSD
Hal were retired at the end of 2018. Each dog is
now enjoying retirement life at Constable Fish and
Constable McCullum’s respective residences. The
retirements provided an opening for two new canine
teams, Constable Bob Cowie with PSD Isaac and
Constable Kyle Adey with PSD Chase. Each team will
continue to meet and exceed the now long standing
traditions established by all of our past canine teams.
The Training Unit is continually challenged by an
inordinate volume of legislated training requirements
and limited training time. There is a continued focus
on implementing a dynamic and effective on-line
learning program for staff. In 2018, members of the
Service received a total of 18,410 hours of training.
Training hours is up 61% compared to 2017’s total of
11,434 hours.
As we look to 2019, succession planning, training
and technology continue to be the Service’s top
PROFESSIONAL • FRIENDLY • HELPFUL

challenges. Our Service has engaged in a lifecycle
management process in order to replace older
equipment, such as Conducted Energy Weapons
(CEW’s or Tasers), and provide our frontline officers
with the necessary equipment and training to
be prepared for life’s worst moments and at the
same time remain financially responsible to ever
challenging budget limitations.
Public and officer safety is of the utmost importance
to all of us at the Peterborough Police Service and
we continue to do our best to strike the proper
balance in order to meet legislated requirements.
To read the entire Operations Divisional Report please visit
peterboroughpolice.com/learn/reports
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The 2018 rate decreased by 0.8% over 2017.
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DECREASE IN
POLICE
ASSISTANCE CALLS

6,732

CALLS FOR SERVICE

-73.7%

CENTRAL AREA

DECREASE IN
ROBBERIES

20.4%

INCREASE IN
BREAK & ENTERS

-17.9%

DECREASE IN
SEX OFFENCES

9.7%

INCREASE IN
DRUG OFFENCES

8.4%

INCREASE IN
ASSAULTS

A

AREA 1

rea 1 is a unique patrol zone due to its downtown
culture. The area has a large business and service
industry during the day and an entertainment district
at night, but also houses a residential area.
Area 1 has the largest number of officers, 16, patrolling this
area, with eight assigned as foot patrol in addition to the eight
community patrol drivers.
There were two team meetings held during 2018 where
team members met as a group to discuss current trends and
issues and to establish a focus for members of the team
to work collectively in order to best serve the downtown
community as a whole.
Members from the Downtown Business Improvement Area
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were invited to express their views of the downtown and their
policing needs.
The main area of focus for 2018 was persons drinking
alcohol in public areas, being a general nuisance to the
community, and youth congregating at George and Brock
Streets requiring a combined enforcement effort between
Area 2 officers and the downtown’s foot patrol units.
In 2018 officers worked on a known drug house in the
downtown core where drug trafficking was identified by
the community as a concern. Following a month long
investigation a search warrant was executed at the house
where five people were arrested and a significant amount of
controlled substances located and seized.

7,373

CALLS FOR SERVICE

-50%

-20%

DECREASE IN
BREAK & ENTERS

-39.%

DECREASE IN
SEX OFFENCES

-16.7%

DECREASE IN
DRUG OFFENCES

3.8%

INCREASE IN
ASSAULTS

I

n 2018 Area 2 had the highest reported crime calls and
calls for service when compared to other areas, a trend
that has continued over the past couple of years.
In 2018, officers were assigned to work together in pairs to
accomplish team projects and be responsible for liaising with
community groups and businesses highlighted as having
the greatest number of calls for service. The main goal was
to reduce the number of calls for service in Area 2 and form
partnerships with community stakeholders.
The landscape of Area 2 has changed dramatically in the
past two years. The area, bordered by Murray Street to the
north and Brock Street to the south, encompasses a large
number of marginalized members of our community.
PROFESSIONAL • FRIENDLY • HELPFUL

Due to the close proximity of various community
organizations supporting vulnerable members of our
community there is a constant congregation of marginalized
individuals in the area of Victoria Park and the intersection
at Brock Street and George Streets. An Area 2 officer was
instrumental in understanding the issues and the concerns
of the stakeholders in the area and in attempting to find a
solution.
In 2019 Area 2 will focus on these areas in an effort to
reduce the number of calls for service but also reduce the
number of community complaints including those from
businesses in our downtown.
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NORTH
END
AREA
AREA22 north
end

DECREASE IN
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6%

INCREASE IN
ASSAULTS
n 2018 Area 3 officers liaised with several group homes
in an effort to positively impact the youth living there.
Additionally, officers provided support and advice to group
home staff and worked collaboratively on issues of mutual
concern. As a result of this positive partnership calls for
service in Area 3 have not increased.
In March of 2018, officers attended a Bolivar Street
Neighbourhood Association meeting to discuss concerns
and discover ways to work together towards a resolution
regarding an ongoing neighbour issue.
The Association reported a marked decrease in activity
from identified problem multi-resident dwellings and was
complimentary to our Service for the attention given to

AREA 3

I
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resolving a community concern.
During the summer months the Service began receiving
numerous complaints about residents and activities at a
Bolivar Street residence. Area 3 officers once again worked
with the Bolivar Street Neighbourhood Association making
their concerns a priority as the community impact was
enormous. Officers randomly conducted foot patrols of the
rooming house and increased their patrol presence in the
area. Observations and notes made by officers helped the
Peterborough Fire Services in shutting down the building
through a safety check that was conducted. As a result of the
action taken the neighbours were extremely grateful for the
response and resolutions.

SOUTH/
EAST END
AREA
AREA24 north
end

6,177

CALLS FOR SERVICE

-53.8%

DECREASE IN
ROBBERIES

-32.2

DECREASE IN
BREAK & ENTERS

3.3%

INCREASE IN
SEX OFFENCES

3.8%

INCREASE IN
DRUG OFFENCES

8.5%

INCREASE IN
ASSAULTS
n 2018 critical issues identified in Area 4 included: Traffic
enforcement/education regarding school safety zones and
yielding to school buses in the area of Bensfort Road and
River Road; reducing calls for service at area group homes
and tackling ongoing challenges presented by the green
space located at the east side of the train bridge being used
by youth and marginalized members of the community.
As a result of a dedicated police presence in the area of
Bensfort and River Road officers have seen a measurable
change in driver behaviour.
Officers initiated a proactive approach to local group
homes and built rapport and trust with two youth in particular
responsible for the majority of missing person reports.

I
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Through the positive relationship formed the youth began
routinely calling police if they were going to be absent from
the home therefore reducing stress on staff and reducing
police time spent attempting to locate the youth.
A 2017 audit on the green space at the east end of the train
bridge identified an abundance of foliage making it a hidden
and therefore an inviting place for people to engage in illegal
activities. Officers asked City Public Works staff to remove
the foliage but were informed that no action would be taken.
However, routine patrols of the green space and a no
tolerance policy by our Service for persons in this space
engaging in illegal activity has resulted in a sharp decrease in
calls for service to this area.
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AREA 5

VILLAGE OF LAKEFIELD

T

eam 5 has been responsible for policing the Village of
Lakefield since 1999 first as an amalgamated police
service up until 2015 and since then as a contracted
service.
Community policing is the core function for officers in the
Village of Lakefield. The Area 5 officers continue to work
with the community to maintain positive relationships while
educating citizens in efforts to reduce crime and calls for
service.
In 2018 there were 500 calls for service in Area 5 with the
highest number of calls being traffic related. Most significant
was the issue with the left turns at Water and Bridge Streets.
Improved signage was added in 2018 to help educate the
public prior to the intersection. Motor vehicle collisions were
the second highest calls for service in 2018. Efforts will be
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made in 2019 to identify the causes of these collisions and
conduct selective traffic enforcement in those areas.
Neither the skateboard park, nor Youth Unlimited, presented
any issues this year for Area 5 officers.
Officers continued efforts to build rapport with the staff and
children at the two primary/intermediate schools located
within the Village.
Through dedicated foot patrols efforts will be made in 2019
to visit all the businesses in the Village to connect with the
owners and staff in order to collect up-to-date information for
key holders and businesses.
As part of regular team meetings officers will also make an
effort in 2019 to educate the various businesses regarding
the Service’s online reporting system which is available 24/7
through its website www.peterboroughpolice.com

I

Team enforcement results have been recorded for
2018 and a total of 1,938 provincial offence notices
were issued. Many of these offences were radar
enforcement to address community concerns that
were brought forward to the area officers.
In 2018 the top 10 reported occurrence types in
Cavan Monaghan Township were:
• Traffic Complaints
• Motor Vehicle Collisions
• Police Assistance
• Alarms
• Traffic Enforcement
• Suspicious Persons
• Community Services
• Non-Police Matters – Low Priority
• Family Disputes
• Domestic Disputes

CAVAN
MONAGHAN
AREA
AREA26 north
end

n 2018 there were 1,051 calls for service in
Area 6. Traffic enforcement continues to be a
primary concern within this rural area. Officers
continue to set team objectives and create traffic
enforcement details within the Township. The team
traffic enforcement approach educates drivers, places
value on citizens’ concerns and complaints and further
deters future motor vehicle collisions.

The Cavan Monaghan Volunteer Policing Committee
assisted at more than 50 events in their first official
12 months of operation including the Agricultural Fair
Parade, Hockey Night in Millbrook Arena, Senior
Safety Seminar, Seniors Workshop on Elder Abuse,
Car Seat Workshop, North Cavan School Spring Fling
Traffic Control, Agricultural Fair Parade, the Lions Dog
Walk and Canada Day Traffic Control.
PROFESSIONAL • FRIENDLY • HELPFUL
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ur Emergency Response Team (ERT) consists of 12
members of our Service drawn from various units.
These officers are on call 24/7/365. Being a member of
ERT is in addition to the officer’s regular frontline duties. Duties
of the team include search tactics, high-risk warrants, barricaded
persons, negotiations and crowd management.
In 2018 ERT was involved in 18 team callouts or details. In
addition, team members responded to or dealt with several other
calls for service throughout the year that were not a full team callout
or search warrants.
ERT assisted in the execution of six high risk warrants for the
Police Service’s Intelligence, Crime Analyst, Asset Forfeiture
and Drugs (ICAD) Unit, two high risk vehicle/pedestrian stops/
takedowns, and two barricaded person calls. These calls do not
include the everyday calls for service such as Canine back-up for
tracking purposes, elevated mental health calls, alarm calls and calls
involving potentially armed and violent persons that are handled by
uniform patrol. Two members of ERT are currently assigned to the
Community Services Unit and often responded to calls for service
on a daily basis as they were readily available, consistently monitor
their police radios and have their ERT kit with them throughout the
day.
Two of the six high-risk warrants executed were in co-operation
with the Durham Regional Police Service (DRPS) Tactical Team.
These were criminal code warrants related to an unsolved homicide
investigation but involved two suspects along with an outstanding
firearm and ammunition. Two warrants were successfully completed
without any issues or injuries and a firearm of interest, along with
drugs and cash were recovered. The assistance of Peterborough’s
ERT was crucial to this success. In 2019 training for ERT members
will continue to be essential.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM

O

1,800 TRAINING HOURS
18 TEAM CALLOUTS
6 HIGH-RISK WARRANTS
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2,963

VOLUNTEER HOURS

59
28

HOMEGUARD
INSPECTIONS

65

CAR SEAT
INSTALLATIONS

T

he members of our Auxiliary Unit are a vital part of the
service we provide to the City of Peterborough, Village
of Lakefield and Township of Cavan Monaghan.
Established in 1999, our Service is extremely proud of the
value added to the community by the volunteer members of
this Unit that epitomizes the community policing philosophy
of “the police are the public and the public are the police.”
In 2018 the Unit was comprised of 20 members which
included two Staff Sergeants, three Sergeants and 15
constables. All members of the Auxiliary Unit are volunteers.
Due to attrition in the Unit this number was down
significantly from the authorized strength of 35 members.
As a result, in 2018 a recruitment and selection campaign
took place looking for new members representing a diverse
cross section of our community.
PROFESSIONAL • FRIENDLY • HELPFUL

AREA
2 UNIT
AUXILIARY
north end

RIDE-A-LONGS

In 2018, members contributed a total 2,963 hours towards a
number of community events. In years past, volunteer hours
have been as high as 6,000 hours.
Our Service is hopeful that once the Auxiliary Unit’s strength
is increased to its full strength the community will again see
this level of service.
Auxiliary Officers participated in numerous charity events,
parades and sporting events for traffic/pedestrian control in
2018 including: Cops for Cancer events, the Pedal for Hope
Tour, Cops n’ Bobbers Fishing event, Handbags for Hospice,
the Peterborough Dragon Boat Festival, Canada Day parade,
Head of the Trent Homecoming Event and the Cram-ACruiser Event for Kawartha Food Share.
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2018 COLLISION TREND
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• Collisions investigated increased by 4.8%
• Injuries increased by 6.6%
• There was 1 fatality in 2018.

n 2018 the Traffic Services Unit continued its monthly
enforcement and education campaigns which covered a
variety of issues including distracted driving, accessible
parking permits, traffic lights, school bus and crossing guard
enforcement along with distracted and impaired driving.
2018 included proactive media messaging using various
officers in the Unit to communicate to the public on multiple
social media platforms. This proved to be very successful,
promoting positive community feedback. Our media partners
were also invited to attend on various enforcement dates,
which was very well received by the community.
In particular, the March campaign gained a lot of media and
community attention throughout the province, specifically the
charge of making a right turn on a left only green arrow.
The Safe Under 7 campaign was by far the largest and

I
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most successful enforcement project for the Unit in 2018.
The campaign received high praise from the community,
acceptance by the officers, and national attention. The
concept was simple and addressed the greatest concern
raised via complaints to the Unit which was speeding on
residential streets. The program was a direct response to the
number of community complaints received by the Unit. In an
effort to address the issue more aggressively, the idea to take
a zero tolerance approach was considered and a number of
stakeholders were identified as requiring consultation before
implementation.
In addition, in 2018 members of the Unit were an integral
part of the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police
Operation Impact campaign and also the Festive RIDE
campaign in an attempt to keep our citizens and roads safe.
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to speak with new citizens about the role of police in Ontario
and how to navigate policing in Peterborough. Officers
also attended each new intake of the International Student
program at Fleming College to deliver a presentation on our
Service.
Our school officers always attempt to deal with the majority
of calls for service at the schools they serve. Our high school
officer spends a good part of their time assisting students
and providing support that may otherwise require a front line
officer. Officers use a restorative justice process to assist
in resolving problems. The John Howard Society continues
to be a great resource in providing programming that is not
within the structure of the Youth Criminal Justice Act
School lockdowns have continued to be a priority with our
school officers conducting 76 lockdowns in local elementary
and secondary schools in 2018. Officers continued to work
with schools to ensure that the Ministry of Community
Safety and Correctional Service guidelines were met. Each
Community Service officer is responsible for performing two
lockdowns in each of their schools yearly.
Our Community Development Coordinator was involved
in a number of vital projects throughout 2018 including the
Peterborough Situation Table, projects around diversity,
equity and inclusion, responding to sexual violence and
harassment and hosting the Service’s fourth annual forum
for service providers who serve youth in Peterborough. In
2018 our Community Development Coordinator took on the
important role as Chair of the Peterborough Drug Strategy.
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COMMUNITY SERVICES UNIT

T

he Community Services Unit consists of one Sergeant,
four officers and one civilian Community Development
Coordinator. One officer is assigned to the area high
schools while three officers are assigned to the elementary
schools in Peterborough, Lakefield and Cavan Monaghan.
In December 2014 the Unit saw the addition of a
Community Development Coordinator who is responsible for
the development and coordination of strategic community
engagement and partnership approaches to build and
enhance relationships between the police service and
community stakeholders. Our Service continues to see the
benefits of having this position as part of the Community
Services team in many ways specifically in relationship
building with our community partners and having a finger on
the provincial pulse of trends and cutting edge projects that
benefit our community.
In 2018 officers in this Unit developed and delivered a
variety of presentations to the community on topics including
dealing with emergencies, elder abuse, fraud, sexting, antibullying, traffic safety and internet safety.
The Unit also delivered a number of programs in area
schools including KIDS (Knowledge, Issues, Decisions, and
Supports) – a new cutting edge program for Grade 6 students
that replaces the VIP program with up-to-date and current
messaging. The Unit was also active in planning a number
of themed weeks including Crime Prevention Week, Family
Week and Drug Awareness Week.
Upon request, officers attended the New Canadians Centre

INVESTIGATIVE
SERVICES
DIVISION

I

n 2018 the Investigative Services Division
consisted of 38 members: 32 police officers and six
civilians.
The overall crime rate increased in 2018 to 5.7% or
286 calls for service from 2017 while violent crime
decreased by 5.3%.
Our Service continues to have one of the best
clearance rates, or rate of crime solved, in the
province at 60.7% compared to the provincial average
of 42.3% in 2017 and the national average of 39.4%
in 2017.
Crimes in our contracted communities accounted
for a relatively small percentage of our overall crime;
Cavan-Monaghan Township was 2.4% with a 41.5%
clearance rate and the Village of Lakefield was 1%
with a 35.7% clearance rate. The majority of these
crimes were property related offences which often
lacked evidence to identify a suspect.
In addition to one homicide and one attempt
homicide overall incidents of violence continued to

MAJOR CRIME • SEX CRIME • INTERNET CHILD EXPLOITATION • ELDER ABUSE & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE • STREET CRIME • FRAUD
HIGH RISK OFFENDERS • DRUGS • INTELLIGENCE • CRIME ANALYST • POWERCASE • TECHNICAL SUPPORT • VIDEO ANALYST
ASSET FORFEITURE • VICTIM SERVICES • CRIME STOPPERS • COMPUTER FORENSIC ANALYST • FORENSIC IDENTIFICATION
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keep the Division busy throughout 2018. Several
climb. We continue to collaborate with community
2018 STATS
other violent incidents occurred that required the
organizations struggling to contain the number
involvement of the Investigative Service Division.
of overdose deaths related to opiods and more
Domestic human trafficking continues to grow in
specifically fentanyl.
our community. In 2018 the Division participated
Similar to 2017 a large number of the drug
DECREASE
in education forums including hosting members
traffickers in the 2018 investigations involved people
from all local hotels to help educate staff on the
from the GTA.
IN HOMICIDES
signs of human trafficking. They also continued to
The opioid crisis, domestic human trafficking and
1 HOMICIDE
1 ATTEMPT
build partnerships with community stakeholders.
internet child exploitation investigations continue to
Members from the Division delivered 12 educational
place challenging demands on resources. This is not
presentations to community agencies and both
unique to Peterborough. Communities across the
school boards.
country struggle to find collaborative partnerships to
Fraud is another concern that remains prevalent
address these social issues.
INCREASE
in our community. Over the years we have seen a
IN ASSAULTS
progressive increase in the amount of phone and
To read the entire Investigative Services Divisional Report
please visit peterboroughpolice.com/learn/reports
546 INCIDENTS
internet related scams targeting people of all ages.
These investigations are very time consuming,
2018 CRIME TREND
spread to other countries of origin and often lead to
6000
dead ends. We continue to do our best to educate
5276
5065
the community at regular intervals about current
4990
DECREASE IN
5000
scams.
SEXUAL ASSAULTS
Cocaine continues to be the main drug seized by
4000
our officers. Other drugs seized include heroin,
127 INCIDENTS
3203
cannabis, percocets and fentanyl, a highly toxic drug.
3024
2954
Total Crime
3000
In order to ensure officer safety when handling
Cleared Offences
powdered substances such as fentanyl, all sworn
2000
members in the Service have access to the opioid
DECREASE IN
overdose antidote Naloxone. Our Service has also
BREAK & ENTERS
purchased a special venting cabinet in which to
1000
process and package powdered substances.
248 INCIDENTS
In October 2018 recreational cannabis was
0
legalized. The Division continues to support the
2016
2017
2018
frontline with training and education to help in
TOTAL CRIME
understanding this new legislation. The focus of the
Division continues to be on the drug traffickers who
INCREASE IN
CLEARED OFFENCES
prey on those with addictions as we continue to see
FRAUDS
Clearance rate 60.7%
the number of drug overdoses in our community
456 INCIDENTS

-60%

6.8%

-22.1%

-19.7%

55.6%

Crime increased 5.7% from 2017.
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VICTIM SERVICES UNIT

T

he Victim Services Unit of the Peterborough
Police Service is a unique service in the
Province of Ontario as it continues to delivery
trauma-informed services to those affected by crime
or tragic and unforeseen circumstances.
The Unit is committed to continuing to grow and
develop professionally and collaboratively in order to
stay current and effective.
In 2018 the Unit continued to strengthen their
partnerships in the community to deliver the
best service to victims and their families. This
included the creation of the Survivors Toolkit, a
comprehensive resource for victims and survivors
of sexual violence. This was in alignment with the
Unit’s divisional goals and objectives and was one of
the deliverables from a two-year project funded by
the Government of Ontario.
2018 also provided collaborative approaches,
education and training in the area of sexual violence
and trauma informed police investigations of sexual
assaults. Victim Services partnered with several
community agencies and assisted in the planning
and execution of a three-day conference titled,
“Responding to Sexual Violence and Harassment”
for police officers and community agencies in
Peterborough.
Victim Services was successful in its proposal
and application for a facility dog through National
Service Dogs of Canada. The estimated timeline for
when our Service will receive the dog is between 18
months to three years from the time of acceptance.

2018
STATS

2,640
INCIDENTS
REVIEWED
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193

VICTIM IMPACT
STATEMENTS
20

87

COURT SUPPORT
ATTENDANCES

361

OFFICE
INTERVIEWS

JOINT FORCE OPERATIONS

4

INTERNAL TASK FORCE OPERATIONS

3

Joint Force Operations in 2018

HUMAN TRAFFICKING PROJECTS:
Project Chestermere: In June 2018 two officers from the Sex
Crimes Unit and the Major Crime Sergeant attended Durham Region
and participated in this project. During the project targeting “Johns”
seeking sexual services with underage women, 11 persons were
arrested and charged. During this project officers from Peterborough
participated on two occasions.
Project Northern Spotlight: During a seven day period in October
2018 our Service joined 62 police services across Canada in this
human trafficking project. Officers from Major Crime and Sex Crimes,
along with members from Cobourg Police Service, City of Kawartha
Lakes Police Service and Peterborough OPP made contact with 10
sex trade workers. No recoveries were made. A recovery is when
officers make contact and offer assistance and support to a sex trade
worker and that assistance is accepted.
DRUG PROJECT: In December 2017 and leading into March 2018
our Drug Unit and Intelligence Units helped the Peterborough County
OPP on a drug project. Our officers provided support on surveillance
details, technical support and participated on the take down day. In
total three search warrants were executed in the City, one on the
boundary and one in Toronto. Vehicles, drugs and cash were seized.

HUMAN TRAFFICKING:
Project Safe Over 18: In September officers from the Sex Unit and
Major Crime Unit teamed up for two shifts to target “Johns” seeking
sexual services from sex trade workers under the age of 18. Officers
made contact with several “Johns”. In total three males were arrested
and charged with several offences related to underage sex trade
workers.
DRUG PROJECT: Members of our ICAD (Intelligence, Crime Analysis,
Asset Forfeiture, Drugs) Unit initiated a drug project in late November
2018. This project ended in February 2019.
This continues to be an on-going investigation. In total four residential
search warrants were executed and two vehicles were seized.

BAIT CAR DEPLOYED: A bait vehicle project involved placing
electronic equipment in an unlocked vehicle to target persons
involved in thefts from vehicles was deployed in several locations
throughout the City. This occurred over a three week period. No
persons were identified or arrested as a result of this project.

INTERNET CHILD EXPLOITATION PROJECT: The Provincial
Strategy to Protect Children from Sexual Abuse and Exploitation
on the Internet is a multi-disciplinary Province-wide approach to
combat internet crimes against children. It is comprised of the OPP
Child Sexual Exploitation Section, 26 municipal police services
including our Service, and the Ministries of the Attorney General
and Community Safety and Correctional Services. In November
2018 investigations were conducted by all Strategy partners. Our
Service teamed up with Durham Regional Police and OPP. Two
warrants were executed in the City of Peterborough and our Service
helped the OPP in executing a search warrant outside the City. Two
persons were arrested and charged with several offences related to
possession of child pornography.
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Internal Task Force Operations in 2018
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ICAD UNIT (DRUG UNIT)

2018 57
STATS

ARRESTS

254

CHARGES

2,349g 103g
COCAINE

T

he Intelligence, Crime Analyst, Asset Forfeiture
and Drug (ICAD) Unit consists of one Sergeant, six
detective constables and one civilian Crime Analyst.
In 2018 there were 82 calls for service in relation to drugs
down from 108 in 2017. Many of the calls were dealt with
by uniform patrol with a majority of the calls coming from
the community informing police of the issues. The ICAD
Unit generated 29 of these drug calls as a result of active
investigations using surveillance, confidential human sources,
undercover buys and input from the community such as
Crime Stoppers.
The Unit’s main focus in 2018 was on mid-level drug dealers.
A large number of the traffickers in the 2018 investigations
were from outside of Peterborough with 14 of the incidents
directly involving people from the GTA.
In 2018, cocaine continued to be the largest quantity of drug
seized. An increase was noticed in both the quantity and
frequency of “Purple Heroin” being seized. Through analysis
“Purple Heroin” was identified to be a combination of heroin
and fentanyl. This combination is concerning to both police
and the public. It is believed the substances containing
fentanyl have been linked to several overdoses throughout
the year. The ICAD unit continued to see opioid drugs such
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HEROIN/
FENTANYL

$95k
CASH
SEIZED

3

HANDGUNS
SEIZED

as Hydromorphone and Oxycodone during the execution of
drug warrants.
In 2018 the Drug Unit maintained close relationships
with community partners including the Peterborough Drug
Strategy, local doctors and pharmacists. Members of the Unit
were involved in presentations which were well received by
our community partners.
The Unit continued to develop and maintain many
Confidential Human Sources (CHS’s) in 2018 which are
a significant part of their work and success. Without this
information these investigations would not take place due
to the secrecy of the drug dealers, the constant switching of
houses, phones and dealers in town. Maintaining the use of
CHS’s is a cost effective way of conducting business. CHS’s
can be a risk management issue but are necessary to further
the investigation and ultimately ensure the safety of our
community.
Many of our drug investigations continue to be complex
and require significant resources. These investigations are
also becoming more dangerous due to the consistent firearm
information illustrated by the 2018 seizures. Following each
arrest, preparation for court and time spent in court has also
increased putting pressure on the Unit’s limited resources.
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The local self-titled street gang known as the Ugly Crew
remains active in the City. This group has been struggling
since the completion of Project Runway in 2016. In 2018,
this group continued to be targeted with key members being
arrested or incarcerated.
Multijurisdictional frauds and counterfeit currency remain a
problem for our area given our close proximity to Highway
401. These types of crimes will only increase with Highway
407 connecting to Highway 115 in the near future. Allocating
resources to the identified areas of concern and threats
should remain a priority. This proactive approach is cost
effective and will only benefit the police service and the
community as a whole.
In 2018 there were eight hate bias incidents reported of
which one was classified as a hate crime and was resolved
by mediation, four were solved and three remain unsolved.
No charges were laid. These recorded incidents were
motivated by race, religion and sexual identity. Our Service
continues to work with a variety of community partners and
organizations to ensure the areas we serve are safe places
to live, work and play for all residents.
In 2018 the Unit completed training, attended conferences or
instructed on a variety of topics throughout the year including
use of force, witness protection, agent handler course,
surviving the global threat and surveillance. The Unit has
updated, assisted and shared information with the necessary
units within our service to support the focus on intelligence
led policing.
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ICAD UNIT (INTELLIGENCE UNIT)

T

he Intelligence Unit is comprised of two Detective
Constables who work within the ICAD Unit.
In 2018, the Unit maintained a continuous caseload
with investigations ranging from organized crime, undercover
operations, DNA plays, drug offences, aggravated assaults
to homicide and worked with many organizations including
Toronto Police, York Regional Police, Durham Regional
Police, Barrie Police, Canada Border Services Agency,
Passport Canada, Canada Security Intelligence Service,
Biker Enforcement Unit (BEU) and local OPP partners.
Intelligence officers maintained and enhanced their active
source files with a focus on Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs
(OMG), drug traffickers, human traffickers and extremists
groups.
OMG activity remains an issue in the City of Peterborough
with various clubs represented and the City is still influenced
by OMG gang members. The Unit will continue to gather
and share information regarding the OMG with other police
services including the BEU to ensure the OMG landscape is
monitored appropriately.
The Peterborough area is identified by criminal groups as
a lucrative market for drug and human trafficking. In 2018,
the City of Peterborough saw groups from the GTA dealing
drugs in the City. Many of these people were also involved
in human trafficking in local hotels. The Unit helped with
the identification of these people using invaluable source
information and assistance from other police services. As a
result, several search warrants were executed and many of
these individuals were arrested.

2018 STATS

9-1-1
COMMUNICATIONS
DIVISION

T

he communications staff is responsible
for the handling of emergency and
non-emergency calls from the public.
In 2018 Communications staff answered
113,210 calls, not including the 33,081 9-1-1
calls received.
The Communications Unit is staffed
with a 9-1-1/Communications Manager,
4 Communications Supervisors and 12
Communicators, and is aligned to coincide
with the four platoon system.
The Communications section is responsible
for the 24/7/365 coordination of the
9-1-1 Emergency Centre and the Police
radio dispatch system in keeping with the
supervisory and operational responsibilities
mandated by the legislation.
In 2018 the radio consoles in the
communications centre were replaced
with the new Symphony system, a system
much more dynamic in both design and
functionality. It includes updated features
such as radio playback and integrated
telephony capabilities including phone call
playback and logging. As well as more
extensive scrolling capabilities for unit and
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113,210
phone history logging. The console is also
more interactive for ease of use.
In 2018 phase II of the upgrade to the
security camera system was completed.
Phase II saw the CCTV equipment relocated
to the 9-1-1 Communications Office
eliminating the requirement for backbone
infrastructure between the IT room and the
9-1-1 office. It further helped alleviate the
issue of the overcrowded IT room freeing up
more space required for IT infrastructure.
In 2017 the Canadian Radio-television
and Telecommunications Commission
(CRTC) passed a decision that will change
the delivery of 9-1-1 services in Canada,
introducing NG9-1-1 (Next Generation 9-1-1).
All 9-1-1 answer agencies across Canada
will have to be migrated onto the new
platform no later than June of 2023.
A focal point for our Service’s
communications in 2019 will be to start
preparing for the different stages of NG9-1-1
readiness, which will allow the public to reach
us in an emergency in an expanded way.
To read the entire 9-1-1 Communications Divisional
Report please visit peterboroughpolice.com/learn/
reports
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CALLS ANSWERED BY
COMMUNICATIONS
STAFF, NOT INCLUDING
9-1-1 CALLS

33,081
9-1-1 CALLS
RECEIVED

4,907
NO ANSWER CALLS
RECEIVED
It is the responsibility
of the Communications Centre to call
back every no answer call to ensure
the wellbeing of the
caller.

HUMAN
RESOURCES
DIVISION
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T

he Human Resources
Division contributes to the
success of our Service
through advice and guidance
on human resource matters,
recruitment and payroll and benefit
services. The Division, comprised
of an HR Manager and a Payroll
& HR Coordinator, supports 208
employees and 35 auxiliary officers.
The Division is committed to
recruiting strong candidates, which
involves discussing the needs of
the Service, advising on recruitment
strategies and participating in the
selection of the right candidate for
the right job.
In 2018 there were 35 recruitment
processes and transfers within the
Service. A promotional process
took place to fill the ranks of Staff
Sergeant and Sergeant with a
promotion of three Staff Sergeants
and three Sergeants in 2018.
In the next few years there will
be more than 21 sworn officers
of various levels of rank including
the Chief, Deputy, Inspectors,
Staff Sergeants and Sergeants,
that are eligible for retirement.
As well, the Service will have six
civilian members eligible to retire.
Due to the upcoming retirements
in 2019 and 2020 for our Service
there will be a number of upcoming
recruitment processes expected for
qualified police officers and civilian
25

staff. There is an expected high
number of retiring sworn officers
across the country therefore the
Service will be competing to fill the
vacancies.
Our Service has taken a holistic
approach to employee wellness,
focusing on training and prevention,
intervention and recovery, and return
to work plans.
A number of wellness opportunities
are offered to our employees
including a confidential Employee
Assistance Program (EFAP) through
local providers, Peer Support
Program and support through
Shepell.fgi with online information,
text conversations, telephone or app
with a multitude of services for daily
stressors.
Our Service’s Peer Support
Program was officially launched in
2018 with four volunteers, sworn and
civilain members, actively supporting
their peers since July 2018.
In 2018, our Service continued to
train new members and provide
updates or “Booster” sessions on
the “The Road to Mental Readiness”
Program (R2MR). This program is
supported by the Ontario Association
of Chiefs of Police and the Ontario
Police College.
To read the entire Human Resources
Divisional Report please visit
peterboroughpolice.com/learn/reports

SUPPORT SERVICES
DIVISION

I

n 2018 the Support Services Division was
comprised of 44 members whose role is to support
Operations, Investigative Services and Court
Services. Comprising 22% of the Service, the Division
includes 78% of the Service’s civilian complement.
The Division is also the most diverse, with three of
the four women with rank in the Service assigned
to Support Services and also having a high ratio of
women overall.
The last three years have seen significant staffing
changes in the Division and although the changes in
2018 were not as numerous as previous years, the
effect is cumulative. The changes have brought new
perspectives, energy and zeal but there has also been
a tremendous loss of institutional memory, business
continuity and in some cases efficiency; along with
increased risk for the Service. The Support Services
team continued to demonstrate perseverance and
resilience. The work done in this Division continued
to be of the highest standard and in some instances
there were notable improvements in 2018.

RECORDS MANAGEMENT • FLEET & FACILITIES MANAGEMENT • DATA ENTRY • COURT SERVICES •
POLICING & PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS • PROPERTY & EVIDENCE STORES • QUARTERMASTER STORES AND PURCHASING •
• INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS (IT) • RECORDS SUPERVISOR • NICHE VALIDATION • SWITCHBOARD
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The operating budget in the Division was
$4,950,292, including salaries and benefits. Owing
to the fleet, facility, technology, and Quartermaster
expenditures within the Division, the percentage of
the budget dedicated to salary and benefits is only
70%.
In 2018 the Division generated more than $346,000
in revenue through criminal records checks, civilian
fingerprinting, taxi and limousine licencing, alarm
registrations and fees, freedom of information
applications, auctioned property and pay duty
fees. More than $228,000 was from criminal record
checks. This is a significant increase over last year
and represents increased workload for staff in
Records.
Staffing stability is an ongoing threat to
organizational resilience and the Division has been
greatly impacted. In 2018, there were 31 staff
movements (appointments, transfers, resignations,
and retirements) in Support Services. In 2018, 32%
of staff movements for the entire Service were in
this Division.
An ongoing challenge to organizational resilience
(after staffing stability) is the diminishing ability
to maintain current technology and to invest in
new. This impacted the Service on all fronts:
investigative, service delivery, and work process.
Advancements have improved work processes,
but outstripped our technological supports in areas
including: increasing usage of technology in the
community by individuals and businesses (requiring
our ability to extract information from these sources,
the utilization of tablets in cars and the issuance of
mobile devices to officers, the increased utilization
and advancements in software such as CAD, Niche,
OSL, SCOPE and CJIM and the increased security
requirements of police systems and the need for
PROFESSIONAL • FRIENDLY • HELPFUL

increased storage of data.
The Service contracts for Information Technology
(IT) support from Peterborough Technology Services
(PTS). The growth in technology use has not been
matched by increased support hours to maintain
the hardware and software, or to complete project
work which has impacted the ability to complete
crucial project work that would provide investigative
advantages, financial savings, and time efficiencies.
Maintaining pace with evolving technology is now a
Business Plan goal.
The third challenge to organizational resilience
is the Service’s facility. The station includes a
34,519 square foot two story building, with an
adjacent 21,960 square foot two-level parking lot.
There is a 448 square foot garage for the Forensic
Identification vehicle. The facility is owned and
maintained by the City of Peterborough. It was
renovated in 2008, but little additional space was
added and it has long since been consumed. A
facility assessment process began in 2018.
A number of strategic initiatives were undertaken in
Support Services in 2018 to improve organizational
resilience through crisis management, security
management, environment management, reputation
management, risk management and/or business
continuity management. Please see the sidebar.
To read the entire Support Services Divisional Report please
visit peterboroughpolice.com/learn/reports

2018
STRATEGIC
INITIATIVES
On-the-spot record
checks were piloted and
implemented.
Special Constable Supervisor
position was implemented.
Security measures and
processes at both court
houses were evaluated and
improved.
Evidence clerk obtained
International Association
of Property and Evidence
accreditation
Security screening and
staffing model introduced at
Family Court.
Evidence Disclosure Clerk
position was created.
First stage of a new facility
security system was
installed.
Traffic motorcycle was
replaced with an SUV.
Establishment of an IT
Governance Committee
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2018 STATS

2

COURTHOUSES

390

DNA SAMPLES

COURT SERVICES

141

T

he Police Services Act mandates
that police provide security for court
buildings in their jurisdiction. The
Peterborough Police Service is responsible for
security at two courthouses.
Our Special Constables in Court Services
perform a variety of tasks related to court
security including prisoner control and
management, building and courtroom
security, liaison with the Crown Attorney and
Ministry of the Attorney General personnel,
and the collection of fingerprints and courtordered DNA (in partnership with the Forensic
Identification Section). One Constable is
designated as a Youth Court Officer and
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manages matters relating to youth in conflict
with the law. This officer works in collaboration
with community partners including the John
Howard Society’s Extra-Judicial Measures
Program and the Elizabeth Fry Society
(shoplifter diversion program and bail
program). In 2018 there were 58 youth charged
and a total of 159 charges, with two youth
accounting for 25% of the overall charges laid.
There is an identified need for a new and
integrated court facility in Peterborough and
several security and logistical issues regarding
the two courthouses have been identified.

FINGERPRINTS
FOR ALL
OFFENDERS IN
CELLS BEFORE
TRANSFER TO
COURT

37

YOUTH
REFERRED TO
EXTRA JUDICIAL
MEASURES

2,238

COURT BRIEFS
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RECORDS MANAGEMENT/DATA ENTRY

T

he Records Management Unit,
consisting of 10 members,
provides administrative
support to the Operations Division,
the Investigative Services Division
and Court Services, along with
providing service to a variety of
external stakeholders including all
levels of government, members
of the legal community, local
businesses, and members of the
community.
The positions in this Unit include
the Freedom of Information Analyst,
CPIC Validator, Court Validator,
Warrants Clerk, Records Supervisor,
NICHE Validation, Quartermaster,
Switchboard and Records
Management and Training Clerk.
Duties within this Unit include
responding to FOI requests,
completing police record checks,
completing taxi limo and tow
registrations, all court and RMS
validation, all provisioning and all
statistical reporting.
The total number of Criminal Record
checks completed in 2018 was
12,427.

2018
STATS

12,427
RECORD
CHECKS
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248

FOI
REQUESTS

2,566 326
ARREST
REPORTS
29

MISSING
PERSONS
REPORTS

The wait for criminal record checks
to be processed is an aggravation for
citizens who are in an employment
process or wanting to volunteer in
the community.
In October 2018 an “on the spot”
criminal record check process was
piloted. The positive feedback was
immediate and it was clear that this
service was welcomed. The process
was adopted on a full-time basis,
although it creates considerable
pressure for staff and frequently
requires support from other clerks
and/or overtime. If our Service is
to continue with this initiative, an
improved staffing model must be
implemented.
The purchase of a desktop
LiveScan system from surplus
funds in 2018 also provided for
improved customer service for those
who require fingerprinting to verify
identity. The system was received in
the latter part of the year. Training
has been completed and the system
will be implemented early in 2019.

141

SUDDEN
DEATH
REPORTS

1,341

WARRANTS
PROCESSED

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
Population (Peterborough City)
Population (Lakefield Ward)
Population (Cavan Monaghan)
Personnel
Authorized Strength - Police
Authorized Strength - Civilian
Appointments
Promotions
Retirements
Resignations
Use of Force
Oleoresin Capsicum Spray
Impact Weapon / Asp Baton
Firearms:
Human (Drawn)
Animal (Dispatched)
Empty Hand Techniques
Conducted Energy Weapon
Policy / Service Complaints
Officer Conduct Complaints
Total Public Complaints
Withdrawn
Resolved Informally
No further action required
Hearing
Informal Discipline
Local Inquiry
Unsubstantiated
Pending
Victim Services
Reports Reviewed
Follow-up Conducted
CRIMINAL OFFENCES
Homicide
Murder – 1st & 2nd degree
Attempt Murder
Manslaughter
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2017

2018 VARIANCE COMPARATIVE STATISTICS

85,000
2,555
8,829

85,000
2,555
8,829

138
56
19
7
6
7

140
57
8
6
7
1

1.4%
1.8%
-36.8%
-14.3%
16.7%
-85.7%

2
0

3
1

50.0%

43
5
2
39
2
23
25
2
0
12
2
0
6
10
1

51
4
11
30
2
14
16
2
0
6
0
1
20
2
5

18.6%
-20.0%
450.0%
-23.1%

233.3%
-80.0%
400.0%

2,652
1,527

2,640
1,433

-0.5%
6.2%

1
4
0

1
1
0

0.0%
-75.0%

-39.1%
-36.0%
-50.0%
-100.0

Robbery
Firearms
Other Offensive Weapons
Other Robbery
Break and Enter
Business
Residence
Other Break and Enter
Theft of Motor Vehicles
Thefts
Bicycles
From Motor Vehicles
Shoplifting
Other Thefts
Possession Stolen Goods
Fraud
ATM/Debit
Credit Cards
Counterfeiting
Other Frauds
Offensive Weapon
Use Firearm
Other Offensive Weapons
Sex Offences
Aggravated Sexual Assault
Sexual Assault with Weapon
Sexual Assault
Other Sexual Offences
Hate / Bias Crimes
Incidents Charges Laid
Incidents Cleared / Mediation
Pending
Unsolved
Assaults
Assault - Level 3 / Aggravated
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2017

2018 VARIANCE

7
12
30

0
8
13

-33.3%
-56.7%

84
207
18
76

92
153
3
78

9.5%
-26.1%
-83.3%
2.6%

130
483
477
381
69

106
423
514
312
35

-18.5%
-12.4%
7.8%
-18.1%
-49.3%

32
65
19
177

45
118
14
279

40.6%
81.5%
-26.3%
57.6%

1
29

1
21

-27.6%

0
0
122
41
12
3
3
0
6

0
1
101
25
1
0
1
0
0

-17.2%
-39.0%
-91.7%
-100.0%
-66.7%

16

11

-31.3%

-100.0%

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
Assault -Level 2/Weapon/Bodily Harm
Assault -Level 1 /Other Assaults
Assault Police / Public Officers
Assault - Domestic
Other Criminal Code Offences
Abduction
Arson
Breach of Recognizance
Disturbing the Peace
Escape Custody
Gaming and Betting
Indecent Acts
Obstruct Public / Peace Officer
Prisoner Unlawfully at Large
Criminal Harassment
Mischief
Others
Drugs
Heroin
Cocaine
Cannabis
Other Drugs
Federal Statutes
Traffic Enforcement
Impaired Driving:
Offences
Other C.C. Driving Offences
Hazardous Moving Violations
Other Violations
Radar/Laser
R.I.D.E. Program
Vehicles Checked
Tests Administered
Alcohol Related Suspensions
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2017

2018 VARIANCE

81
232
38
144

127
230
27
151

0
5
256
163
0
0
22
22
1
82
418
818

0
5
405
201
1
0
16
24
0

106
411
980

56.8%
-0.9%
-28.9%
4.9%

ACTUAL EXPENDITURES

Salary Compensation
Operations
Capital

$2,867,395

$579,841

58.2%
23.3%
-27.3%
9.1%
-100.0%
29.3%
-1.7%
19.8%

7
28
46
23
0

34
29
23
0

84
37
886
1,597
3,895

85
45
1,234
1,489
3,696

7.6%
21.6%
39.3%
-6.8%
-5.1%

6,674
23
11

4,818
35
4

-27.8%
52.2%
-63.6

17

2018 POLICE BUDGET

142.9%
21.4%
-37.0%

$25,496,725

Total Expenditures $28,943,961
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Net Budget
Total
Revenues $3,781,115.

Total Expenditures

$28,943,961

Approved
Net Budget $25,162,845.
$25,162,845

Total Revenue

$3,781,115

2017-2019 BUSINESS PLAN
The 2017-2019 Business Plan has been developed
by the Peterborough Police Services Board and is
available online www.peterboroughpolice.com

NON-OFFENCE STATISTICS
Non-Offence Statistics

2016

2017

2018

Abandoned Vehicles
Alarms
False Alarm Cancelled
Animal
Community Services
Dangerous Condition
DNA
Domestic/Family Disturbance
Escorts
Fire/Fire Alarms
Insecure Property
Landlord/Tenant
Liquor Acts
Lost and Found Property
Missing Persons
Missing Persons Located
Municipal By-law
Neighbour Dispute
Noise Complaints
Non-Traffic Accident
Police Assistance
Police Information
Prevent Breach of Peace
Property Damage
Prov. Statutes (MHA)
Sex Offender Registry
Strikes
Sudden Deaths
Suspicious Persons/Vehicle
Telephone Calls
Towed Vehicles

14
762
306
135
1,680
62
347
1,960
805
10
57
193
383
972
4
308
49
634
1,142
11
2,241
1,044
340
18
562
255
3
112
2,269
379
355

9
708
322
117
1,305
73
342
1,825
911
14
59
186
368
969
2
397
67
499
1,014
14
2,750
901
371
30
577
227
3
129
2,279
295
218

9
715
313
121
1,351
52
287
1,711
740
18
55
152
310
935
2
343
71
453
923
10
2,652
927
328
25
560
221
2
140
2,420
301
93
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%+/- Non-Offence Statistics
0.0
1.0%
-2.8%
3.4%
3.5%
-28.8%
-16.1%
-6.2%
-18.8%
28.6%
-6.8%
-18.3%
-15.8%
-3.5%
0.0
-13.6%
6.0%
-9.2%
-9.0%
-28.6%
-3.6%
2.9%
-11.6%
-16.7%
-2.9%
-2.6%
-33.3%
8.5%
6.2%
2.0%
-57.3%

Traffic Complaints
Traffic Control
Calls Involving Youths
Unwanted Persons
Vehicles Recovered
ViCLAS
Warrants
Other Provincial Statutes
Other
Calls Cancelled/Unanswered
Total Non-Offences

2016

2017

2018

%+/-

2,230 2,396 2,220 -7.3%
93
91
62 -31.9%
401
422
300 -28.9%
1,310 1,069 1,001 -6.4%
6
15
7 -53.3%
158
141
156 10.6%
337
397
483 21.7%
82
133
139
4.5%
2,096 2,189 2,441 11.5%
496
647
749 15.8%
24,721 24,481 23,798 -2.8%

Collection of Identifying Information
Ontario Regulation 58/16 of the Police Services Act
requires the Chief of Police to provide an annual report
on the number of regulated interactions between citizens
and members of the Peterborough Police Service.
In 2018 there were zero (0) reported regulated
interactions as members of the Peterborough Police
Service did not engage with any citizens in a manner that
met the requirements of O.R. 58/16.
To read the entire 2018 Annual Collection of Identifying
Information in Certain Circumstances Report please visit
our website www.peterboroughpolice/learn/reports/
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Peterborough Police Service
Organizational Chart 2018
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High Risk Unit

Alternate Response Unit

Crime Analysis
Drugs
E-Crime
Domestic Violence & Elder Abuse
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Peterborough Police Service
500 Water Street, Box 2050
Peterborough ON, K9J 7Y4
Telephone: 705-876-1122
Fax: 705-743-1540
www.peterboroughpolice.com
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